Education
New Online Manufactured Homes Course
You are listing a manufactured home.
Have there been alterations? Has it been
registered on the Manufactured Homes
Registry? Does it have the proper labels,
stickers and permits for a successful
transaction? A new online course,
Manufactured Homes: What a REALTOR®
Should Know, is now available to help
you determine whether this home meets
regulations and requirements.
The Manufactured Homes course is
accredited for three Category B
Professional Development Program (PDP)
credits and will explore potential issues,
questions and requirements to consider
prior to listing a manufactured home.
Learners will hear about the challenges
of working with manufactured homes,
and both legal and BC Safety Authority
perspectives on related stickers, labels
and work permits required for additions.

Upon completing this course, Realtors
will:
• be able to identify regional
perspectives about the trading
services activity and challenges
with manufactured homes;
• be familiar with legal definitions,

regulations and information about
manufactured homes; and

combines informal TED© Talk-like video
elements with online learning activities
and is offered by BCREA through REvia,
the Real Estate Knowledge Network.
To learn more about this course and to
register, visit www.revia.ca/
manufactured-homes-what-realtorsneed-to-know.

• be familiar with protocols when

listing a manufactured home,
identifying alterations and additions,
and verifying when Canadian
Standards Association stickers,
Silver Labels and work permits apply.
This two to three-hour online course is
the first episode of the PDP On Demand
Product series, a suite of online webinar
learning experiences. This talk series

Economics
What Will Happen Next In BC Real Estate Market?
With real estate being a red hot topic in
the media lately, BCREA's Economics
Team has compiled a series of reports to
examine market statistics and potentially
correct some common misconceptions.
The first Market Intelligence Report,
Myth of the Retreating Millennial,
examined the narrative that millennials
are leaving Vancouver in droves because
of high housing costs which has become
a familiar one in the media, but is it
correct? The report corrects the common
misconception that millennials are
retreating from Vancouver through an
examination of population estimates for
the region. The report reveals that
millennials are, in fact, not retreating,
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and that the population aged 20 to 34
years old has actually increased
significantly in the city.
The second report, What Happens Next to
Home Prices?, examines periods of rapid
price acceleration, defined as 20 per cent
or higher year-over-year growth, and the
fact that an acceleration in prices is
generally followed by a reversion of
growth back to its long-run average
within 12 months. This pattern is far from
unusual in Vancouver. In fact, since 1981,
there have been 46 months in which
prices rose by more than 20 per cent on a
year-over-year basis and 38 of those
months occurred prior to 2010.

The Association's Economics Team plans
to produce further Market Intelligence
Reports to provide statistical insight on
BC's real estate market as media trends
surface. To read BCREA’s Market
Intelligence Reports, visit the
Publications section of the following page
www.bcrea.bc.ca/news-and-publications/
economics/forecasts-and-presentations.

